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Social Media Implications for Healthcare:
Is it Time for a Social Media Policy?
by Pamela E. Hepp
The use of social
media has exploded
over the last few years.
According to recent
studies, nearly half of all
Americans have a social
media profile, and Facebook has surpassed
Google as the most popular
internet
site.
Healthcare-related information has become a
highly researched topic on the internet. Patients look
to places such as Angie’s List for recommendations
about specific providers. Patient social network communities are also flourishing. Such communities
enable patients to share their experiences about

providers, treatments, products or procedures as well
as to obtain general information about a specific diagnosis or condition. However, information found on
the internet is not always accurate. Thus, the ability of
providers to control the dissemination of healthcare
information can be beneficial to the provider and
patient alike.
Many hospitals and health systems have recognized
the advantages of using social media networks to convey their message. As of January 23, 2011, according
to a study by Ed Bennett (reported in Found in Cache),
906 hospitals were using social media, and some have
hired full time social media directors. Hospitals with
social media profiles use social networks to market
their services, provide information about new procedures or the addition of new physicians to the staff,
conduct patient outreach and provide general patient
education such as information about disease preven-

New FASB Rules Drive
Medical Entities to Buy,
Not Lease, Real Estate
By Marisa Manley
The Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB) is proposing new rules for lease
accounting that may precipitate fundamental
changes in how healthcare providers think
about real estate. Among those changes: a big
shift in landlord-tenant relationships.
Today, many health care entities find it
advantageous to lease some or all of the real
estate they occupy. The effect of the new
FASB rules, if accepted in their current form,
may be to drive many space occupiers to buy
instead of lease, especially those in suburban
buildings. After years of high popularity for the ten year lease term, moreover, those who still opt to lease space may prefer much shorter lease terms.
Reasons for these changes are many. The new rules will cause almost all
leases to be treated as so-called “capital leases”. The lease obligation will
become a liability on the balance sheet. Rent payments will be treated
almost as a mortgage; interest will be imputed with large interest payments
during the early years of the lease tapering off over the term. This structure
will create an artificial spike in reported occupancy costs at the start of any
lease term. Shorter lease terms will flatten the spike – hence creating in
incentive for shorter commitments. In an effort to gain transparency, these
proposed rules will greatly increase the amount of paperwork related to a
lease, as compared with ownership. For instance, a tenant may be expected
to determine the market value of its lease annually, to estimate contingent

tion and wellness. Many have prepared YouTube
videos to provide education in an entertaining and
informative way, and some physicians and patients are
posting live video of, or tweeting during, procedures.
Others are using social media in connection with
fundraising campaigns. One of the most prevalent and
successful uses of social media by healthcare organizations is recruiting.
Social media’s potential to reach such a widespread
audience is a marketing dream, but it can become a
risk management nightmare. When people post comments using social media, the communications tend to
be very informal streams of consciousness or simple
sound bytes. Strategically created sound bytes can be
a powerful marketing tool if catchy and on point with
the intended message. However, a sound byte may be
See SOCIAL MEDIA On Page 7

Healthcare Industry Going
Mobile with “Smartphone”
Websites
By Kevin McNally
The Internet has transformed the way in which
most people gather information, making it vital for
all industries – including and perhaps especially the
healthcare industry – to not only maintain a comprehensive website, but to keep even with advances in
technology that will provide the public easy access
to the information they desire.
A case in point is the sharp increase in the use of
cell phones with Internet connection. The advent of
so-called “smart phones” such as the iPhone, Blackberry and Droid has prompted the exploration of
new technological avenues, leading to the creation
of “mobile web sites.” According to industry reports, the current mobile landscape can only broaden due to the unprecedented growth of mobile platforms.
In essence, a mobile site is a streamlined website, configured to easily fit a
“smart phone” screen. This technology allows people easy access to information
from their cell phones, something that consumers increasingly not only want, but
expect. Anyone who has ever attempted to navigate through a traditional website
from a smart phone can appreciate the need for streamlining the process. This
challenge can lead to frustration and sometimes worse for those in need of immediate contact information for a medical facility.
Increasingly, hospitals and medical centers are offering mobile versions of their
websites to both attract new patients and build continued loyalty with existing
patients. And no wonder, since according to a study conducted by the Pew Trust
in September of 2010, nearly 60% of adults in this country over the age of 18 are
accessing the Internet via a laptop or mobile device…and of those 61% are searching for health related information.

See FASB On Page 8
See SMARTPHONE On Page 13
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All patients are unique.
Sometimes their medication needs are, too.
At the Giant Eagle Compounding Pharmacy, we work closely with you and your patients to find the
customized prescription medications that address their individual therapeutic needs.
The compounding techniques we use to make patient treatment more flexible include:
f Alternative Dosage Forms and

f Elimination of Allergens and Other

Routes of Administration
f Formulation of Drug Combinations
f Customized Medication Dosages

Nonactive Ingredients
f Formulation of Sugar-Free Medications
f Preparation of Commercially Unavailable Medications

We also ship-to-home for your patients’ convenience and offer our assistance in determining
available insurance coverage.
We invite you to call us today with questions and look
forward to offering you all the benefits of the Giant
Eagle Compounding Pharmacy. Let us give you more
of the options you want while enhancing your patients’
health care team.

Giant Eagle Compounding Pharmacy
phone

412-697-2299

fax

412-697-2298

compounding@gianteagle.com
GiantEagle.com/Compounding
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Elevator Rides: Politeness is
Up; Rudeness is Down

Publisher’s Note

Some things in life just never change.
For instance, have you been on an elevator lately? Was there anyone on it? It’s
an interesting human reaction in close quarters. One of the things that never
changes is our behavior on an elevator when there are strangers onboard. When we
get onto an elevator, whether it’s in a healthcare facility, apartment building, or
department store, our defense mechanisms suddenly kick in because we are that
close to someone.
I’m always fascinated when I get on an elevator several times a day and observe
other people’s interactions. When someone gets on the elevator, we tend to back
up against the wall, or move to the side, and make limited eye contact. Very rarely,
do we acknowledge that other person, and we simply act like we’re the only ones
there. At best, the only time we acknowledge the other person is with a small nod
or a smile. Typically what happens is if you have reflecting doors, you may sneak
eye contact back and forth. There is of course the occasional person on an elevator
who will crack a joke and lighten the mood.
At the same time, however, did you ever notice how polite everyone is? We’re
so much more respectful to others. Why is that? We’re overly respectful of one’s
space and to a fault, seem to be particularly sensitive to position ourselves in a way
that gives other people enough space in a cramped space. Sometimes when we get
off on the same floor, men will hold the elevator open and allow the women to exit
first, or if we’re getting on an elevator, we will gesture to let women go in first.
Even if the elevator is crowded and we have to stop at every floor, the maneuvering
around to allow people off and on is just incredible. If there are seven different
people and it makes 4 stops, we are polite enough to the point where we step out
of the elevator to allow people in and out.
There is such sensitivity towards other human beings when we are all on an elevator. Yet, our behavior towards our fellow man and woman is different outside an
elevator. Why can’t we transfer that politeness to our behavior outside? If the same
four people who were riding down to the lobby with us were in their cars the next
day stuck in a traffic jam, would we be as polite? I bet we won’t hesitate to yell,
honk at them or give them the finger. If we’re leaving a Pirates’ game, do you
think that politeness happens in a parking lot as we are exiting? At a grocery store
as we’re moving between aisles, we wouldn’t think twice about bumping into
another person’s grocery cart, or make a mad dash and vie for positioning at the
checkout lines.
Would you rather live in an environment where we behave towards each other
like we do in an elevator? How about healthcare professionals interacting with
their patients? Do you want your healthcare professional to have more of a personal involvement or to be indifferent? Do you want your bosses to treat you like you
were standing next to them in an elevator and stare as if you are not there?
We often talk about our society not caring for one another or respecting each
other, but when you take a typical elevator ride in a pubic place, you know that
there’s still hope. For some reason, the elevator is one of the last places where
there is a respect for all men regardless of gender, age, political affiliation, or race.
If any of you had any types of experiences on elevators that you’d like to share,
email me at hdkart@aol.com. We’d love to hear from you!

Harvey D. Kart
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Let LANtek be the pulse of
your practice. We provide
state of the art Practice Management and EMR applications with
local training and support to make
your implementation a success.
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Call LANtek today to discuss our
Free EMR offer and schedule
your office workflow evaluation
and demonstration.
*EMR

*Practice Management
*Billing Service
*Application Hosting
*Network Support Services
Josh Garcia
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412.279.8700 x154
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Hill Group-Hospital Council Highlight Efforts to Meet New
and Anticipated HIPAA Requirements
Panelists strategically address new federal rules that
strengthen patient privacy protections

By Christina Stacey Brussalis
On May 17, The Hill Group, Inc. partnered with the Hospital Council of Western Pennsylvania to provide an informative panel discussion, HIPAA & HITECH: Navigating an
Uncertain Regulatory Environment. The standing-room only event brought together a
distinguished and knowledgeable panel of healthcare industry leaders that included U.S.
Congressman Jason Altmire (PA-4); Highmark chief information security officer Jim
Ansell; Bob Barrett of eClinical Works; Vale-U-Health CEO Sue Flynn; John Kalafut,
Director of Healthcare Informatics Research and Strategy for MEDRAD, Inc.; and Hill
Group consultant Scott Rogerson
Panelists explored approaches taken by organizations to comply with new and anticipated federal patient privacy and information security mandates and to avoid costly monetary penalties, which have increased dramatically. Discussion also addressed the future
state of Healthcare Information Technology (Health IT), the related security and privacy
considerations, and impact on the strategies of healthcare providers, payors, and vendors.
The complications of protecting sensitive information as it follows the patient are exacerbated by the need to move data between electronic and hardcopy mediums. The crosssection of perspectives represented on the panel highlighted the many stakeholders impacted by the evolving regulations and the unique solutions developed by each in addressing
current and future regulatory challenges.
Panelists agreed that, while technology plays a part in providing the tools for compliance, developing a workplace culture aware of security and privacy issues can be even
more valuable. “There remains a vast amount of gray area in interpreting the standards,”
said Hill Group consultant Scott Rogerson. “It is having confidence that the individual
faced with a difficult situation is able to make the right decision without causing drastic
delays in the process that provides the greatest return on investment.”
The uncertain regulatory environment faced by the nation’s healthcare community is
the result of deadlines for meaningful use, expected migration to a “pay for performance”
model of healthcare reimbursement, and a lack of clarity due to delays in a long-awaited
announcement expected later this year by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). The announcement will clarify rules that, under the 2009 Health Information
and Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH), will significantly
change Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) patient privacy and
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information security requirements.
Under the new law, HHS has stricter enforcement capabilities and can now impose larger monetary penalties for privacy and security violations. The new HITECH Act revisions
allow HHS to impose fines up to $50,000 per violation, up significantly from the maximum $100 per violation allowed under the old law. For the first time in February 2011,
HHS imposed civil monetary penalties for HIPAA noncompliance when Cignet Health and
Massachusetts General Hospital were fined $4.3 million and $1 million, respectively,
under the new penalty structure. Despite the risk of stricter enforcement and penalties, 70
percent of hospitals do not have protecting patient information as one of its top priorities,
according to a 2010 Ponemon Institute Study.
“While future regulation remains uncertain,” said Rogerson, “the intent of the regulation has gone unchanged—to promote greater trust between patients and their healthcare
providers.” According to HHS, the new HITECH Act enforcement provisions will encourage healthcare providers and other entities to develop programs that “prevent, detect and
quickly correct violations of the HIPAA rules.” The provisions also provide healthcare
consumers with greater confidence that their personal health information will be protected.

“I have seen firsthand the potential for savings and improved quality of care that can be
achieved through the use of health information technology,” Congressman Altmire said.
“When doctors have immediate access to complete and up-to-date medical histories
through electronic records, they can make better informed decisions on how best to treat
their patients. As the use of health IT expands, we need to make sure that patients are reassured that their personal health information will be safeguarded.”
Continued delays with announcement of HHS’s final rules and uncertainty regarding
future regulation have forced the healthcare community to anticipate the scope of these
upcoming modifications and to move forward with new and expanded information security
policies and practices to better prepare themselves for future compliance. While it is critical for organizations to become compliant with privacy regulations, the measures used to
ensure compliance should integrate with organizational policies and procedures that can
be quickly modified if future regulations warrant.
Rogerson, a certified information systems auditor, explained “In order to develop a
defensible strategy to address current and future security and privacy concerns, it remains
clear that organizations must focus on complying with current regulations while being
adaptable to future requirements in their strategy development and execution.”
For more information, please contact The Hill Group, Inc. at 412.722.1111.
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Are Your Headlines Scaring
Readers Away?
By Daniel Casciato
As a blogger, one way you can increase your readership is to offer valuable content in your blog posts on a
regular basis. While you may have some robust content,
if you can’t get your audience to read those blog posts,
your hard work might be all for naught.
Today’s readers skim and often decide within a matter
of seconds whether they are going to invest the time to
delve into your content. That’s why it’s so critical to craft
a superb headline. Below are some tips from my LinkedIn
network on how to write compelling headlines that will
increase the chances that your next blog post is read.

LEARN FROM THE MASTERS
Clark Olver with the Eaton Marketing Group says that David Ogilvy’s advice
on the subject of headlines is still solid. “His ability to connect with the target
audience one-on-one was grounded in research, objectivity and a visceral understanding of what motivates people.”
Some resources that Olver recommends to learn more include:
l www.straightnorth.com/blog/david-ogilvy-on-how-to-write-headlines/
l blog.kissmetrics.com/david-ogilvy/
l www.bradleygauthier.com/blog/david-ogilvy-headline-copywriting
Cathy Goodwin, PhD recommends getting your hands on a copy of “Words
That Sell” by Richard Bayan as well as a copy of Maria Veloso’s book on copywriting.
“There are lots of tips and standard, proven headlines,” she says.
Some other advice by Goodwin includes:
l Write 50 headlines for important projects—your best will come somewhere
between 15 and 30, or later.
l Make sure your headline captures the emotion of your target market. You
don’t have to go overboard but you should appeal to fear, frustration or some other
negative emotion. Your prospect should feel, “They get it!”
l Skip the cutesy, self-conscious headlines. Tell it straight.
l Copywriters differ on effectiveness of long versus short headlines; you need
to test for your market.

Social Media Monitor
what marketing tactics could be the best.”

BE VAGUE AND INTERESTING
For Hernan Charry, director of marketing, at Split One Technologies in
Phoenix, AZ, being creative, witty, or direct gets great results. However, the problem with each of these is that many people will decide, based on the headline, that
the information contained within is not for them.
“The solution is V&I—vague and interesting,” he says. “Of course, being interesting depends on your audience.”
Some examples he offers:
l How LinkedIn Power Users Close Sales Without Ever Leaving Their Laptop
l The Copywriting Tip That Will Change The Way You Read Headlines
l 5 Reasons To Never Use Your Job Title Again
“When you read these headlines, what questions did you ask yourself? So you
see, the point is not to be completely vague here,” he says. “The point is to be
vague enough that people ask themselves the question you’d like them to ask. If
you can get them asking a question of themselves, they’ll open the email or read
the article to find the answer.”
Then he adds, “It probably goes without saying, make sure your content delivers
the answer or you will appear to be a charlatan!”

ASSESS THE STRENGTH OF YOUR HEADLINE
Finally, Laurie Lynard recommends using the Advanced Marketing Institute’s
website when creating a headline.
“It assesses and scores its emotional appeal,” she says. “It’s really kind of fun
to challenge yourself to get a higher score by changing words in your headlines.”
Give it a try yourself at www.aminstitute.com/headline/index.htm.
Daniel Casciato is a full-time freelance writer. In addition to writing for the
Western PA Hospital News, he’s also a social media coach. For more information,
visit www.danielcasciato.com, follow him on Twitter @danielcasciato, or friend
him on Facebook (facebook.com/danielcasciato).

AVOID CLICHES
Avoid cliches or obvious euphemism’s—people want quality, not cutesy,
according to Jesse Osmun, a 31-year old former Peace Corps volunteer, blogger,
nonprofit worker, grant writer.
“Keep the headline short and concise,” he says. “‘Taxes Go Up for Local
School District,’ is a better headline than, ‘Taxes to Increase Dramatically for Residents of Whoville School District.’”
He adds to make sure to use action verbs—verbs that describe where the article
is leading.

OFFER PRACTICAL ADVICE
People like practical advice, says Kay Paumier, a communications consultant
from San Francisco, such as “Seven Ways to Lose Weight Now.”
“They like ‘tricks of the trade,’” she says. “Sometimes focusing on the opposite
of the desired result works—’How to Assure No One Reads Your Headline.’ They
also like the word ‘secrets,’ even though everyone knows it isn’t a secret.”

DEGREES for HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS

USE KEYWORDS

MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATIONS, Health Communications Track

While Sarah Skerik, vice president of social media at PR Newswire, believes
that writing that perfect headline is an important factor in getting exposure for
your message, she stresses that there are other factors to consider as well.
“Incorporating the right keywords can help boost the visibility of your message
- and related web pages - in search engines,” she says. “A short, sweet, compelling
headline can inspire social sharing - which delivers another layer of visibility for
your message.”
She recommends the following tips:
l Incorporate your most important keyword within the first 65 characters of the
headline—search engines only index 65 characters.
l Write in active voice
l Using a subhead is a great way to offer additional detail to your short, punchy
headline
l Don’t be coy. Tell your readers what the story/blog post/email is about
William Dobbs of Collective Cloud Consulting in Tucson, AZ agrees that keywords are a crucial element.
“With all on-line marketing do consider choosing and using keywords used by
your clients, prospects, competitors or contractors,” Dobbs says. “Your keywords
will often point the way toward new marketing ideas and techniques. Also, it will
point toward where your clients’ product knowledge is lacking or needs to be
enhanced to meet a previous clients’ newer needs. This will allow you to determine

• Designed for today’s marketplace – focus on skills identified by current business leaders
• Critical skills such as negotiation, persuasion, creative and innovative thinking, effective business
communication, and team dynamics, as well as the basic business courses of finance, accounting,
marketing, etc., are emphasized to increase graduate success
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• Professionally-oriented master’s degree focuses on the application of skills and knowledge in
addressing real life situations
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Communications Campaigns, Media and Social Change, and Communication Ethics
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study on a part-time basis
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ACL Injury Prevention in Female Athletes
By Patrick F. Leary and J. Troy Thompson
Over the past decade the prevalence and potential prevention of Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) injuries in
the female athlete has become a focal point in sports
medicine. High school and college female athletes are
injuring their ACLs at a higher rate when compared to
their male counterparts. Female athletes are 2-8 times
more likely to injure their ACL and 60-80 % of the time
it is a non-contact injury.1 Research has demonstrated that
females have a higher incidence of ACL injury in basketball, soccer, skiing, gymnastics, handball, and volleyball.
There are an estimated 100,000 ACL injuries per year
with approximately 40,000 occurring in young female athletes.2, 3 Some of the theories to explain this difference are believed to be the anatomical, hormonal, and
neuromuscular differences between male and female athletes.
Congresswoman Patsy T. Mink introduced the Equal Opportunity in Education
Act, commonly known as Title IX amendment. The law was enacted on June 23,
1972 and states: “No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving federal financial
assistance.”4 Although the original statute made no reference to athletics, Title IX
has had a significant impact on women’s high school and collegiate athletics. In
the past, 1 of every 27 high school females participated in varsity sports; today,
approximately 1 of every 3 participates.5 Not only have the number of female athletes increased but also the variety of sports available to female athletes. A 2008
study of intercollegiate athletics showed that women’s collegiate sports have
grown to 9,101 teams in the country, or 8.65 teams per school. The five most frequently offered college sports for women are: basketball, in 98.8% of schools; volleyball, in 95.7%; soccer, in 92.0%; cross country, in 90.8%; and softball, in
89.2%.4
The ACL is 1 of the 4 major ligaments of the knee. It is a broad ligament that
originates on the medial aspect of the lateral femoral condyle. It courses medially
and anteriorly across the knee and inserts in front of the intercondyloid eminence
of the tibia. The ACL consists of two functional bundles, the anteromedial bundle
and posterolateral bundle, which stabilize the knee in flexion and extension,
respectively. They are not anatomically separate but function as distinct bundles
due to their attachments and varying lengths where the tension in each varies
throughout the range-of-motion of the knee. The ACL has several biomechanical
functions. Primarily, it prevents anterior translation and rotation of the tibia relative to the femur along with hyperextension of the knee.6
The most common maneuvers in sports that lead to ACL injuries are typically
non-contact and consist of planting and cutting, straight-knee landing, one-stepstop landing with the knee hyper-extended, and pivoting with sudden deceleration.
ACL injury occurs with the knee in a valgus position and in 10-30 degrees of flexion.1 Athletes will state that they heard a “pop” or felt the sensation of tearing or
“giving way” most of the time. They may also complain of instability and the
inability to bear weight. Commonly, athletes are unable to return to the contest.
Why is it that female athletes tear their ACLs at higher rates than males? As
stated above, there are several theories that are divided into anatomical, hormonal,
and neuromuscular differences. Anatomical differences refer to a smaller width of
the femoral intercondylar notch with the belief that the ACL ligament is anatomically smaller and weaker, predisposing it to injury. Another theory is that women
have a relatively wider pelvis with a resulting increased quadriceps (Q) angle. The
increased Q-angle is believed to place more stress across the knee thus making it
more susceptible to injury.1, 3, 6, 7
Hormonal differences refer to the effect of estrogen and relaxin on the laxity of

the ACL ligament. Receptors for these hormones are found on the Anterior Cruciate Ligaments of females. It has been hypothesized that due to cyclic changes
in estrogen, ligament strength is decreased at certain phases within the menstrual
cycle.1, 3, 6, 7
Neuromuscular factors refer to female athletes being ligament dominant and
quadriceps dominant. Ligament dominance refers to the knee ligaments absorbing
the ground reactive forces instead of the muscles in the lower extremity. When
females land from a jump or when pivoting, they do so with less knee and hip flexion than do males, which places the knee in a position for injury. This results in
loading of the knee, leading to more valgus stress with pivoting and deceleration
maneuvers.1, 3, 6, 7
Quadriceps dominance is the difference in muscle recruitment patterns seen in
female athletes between the quadriceps and hamstrings. When the quadricep contracts, it causes anterior translation of the tibia and thus works as an ACL antagonist. When the hamstring contracts, it causes a posterior translation of the tibia
and thus works as an ACL agonist. Female athletes respond to athletic maneuvers
with more quadricep contraction rather than hamstring contraction thus further
stressing the ACL. Male athletes with a similar force recruit the hamstrings first
followed by the quadriceps, thus have a more stabilizing force on the knee by offsetting the anterior tibial translation.1, 3, 6, 7
What are the short and long-term effects of ACL injuries and why is prevention
so important? In the short term, the female athlete is typically ineligible for the
remainder of the season and frequently the year. In addition, the cost of the ACL
reconstruction and rehabilitation can average $20,000. The long-term effect of
ACL injuries are the development of functional limitations, meniscal damage,
osteoarthritis, and the cost of future treatment. This was demonstrated in a recent
study published in the Journal of Arthritis and Rheumatism. The study looked at
the prevalence of knee osteoarthritis, pain, and functional limitations in female
soccer players 12 years after ACL injury. The study showed that 82% had radiographic findings of osteoarthritis and 75% reported having symptoms that affected their knee-related quality of life.8
Is it possible to prevent ACL injuries in female athletes? There has been a great
deal of research and literature published describing preventive exercises to help
decrease ACL injuries. The literature, although equivocal, supports the effectiveness of these prevention programs but further investigation is needed. Most ACL
prevention programs are focused on treating the neuromuscular imbalances discussed above. Mechanical aspects notwithstanding, it is education and awareness
that improves prevention of ACL injuries. When discussing ACL prevention with
female athletes, surprisingly they are often unaware of the involved risks of ACL
injuries and the possibility of injury to the contralateral ACL. Educating female
athletes, their parents, coaches, and athletic trainers will potentially contribute to
a decrease in ACL injuries and associated life-long morbidities.
The Lake Erie College of Osteopathic Medicine’s Sports Medicine Department
has introduced a local high school, college, and professional athletic ACL prevention program. It is a 6 week training program for athletes over 12 years of age and
it consists of Bodymap screening (NASM), plyometric training, multiplaner
jumps, core fitness, and hamstring strengthening. This will, hopefully, reduce the
incidence of ACL rupture and the subsequent development of premature
osteoarthritis. The financial, emotional, and physical ramifications of this program could be dramatic.
Patrick F. Leary, D.O., FAOASM, is the Director of Sports Medicine at LECOM. J. Troy
Thompson, D.O., is a Sports Medicine Fellow at LECOM.
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SOCIAL MEDIA From Page 1
taken out of context, convey an unintended tone, and even be erroneous if the post
is incomplete.
Most users also have a false sense of privacy or confidentiality when using
Facebook, and it is important to keep in mind that staff members and patients alike
often share this misconception.
As a result of these misconceptions, many issues may arise from the use of
social media by physicians, staff members and others within the organization.
First and foremost are the privacy concerns that arise from social network communications. A Google search will easily uncover horror stories of pictures of or
comments about patients being posted on Facebook by hospital staff. Similar privacy issues may arise as a result of the use of cell phone cameras and other electronic devices by patients and visitors within the hospital. A number of potential
issues are raised if physicians (or other independent practitioners) “friend”
patients. In such situations, physicians need to be sensitive about providing patient
specific medical advice, as such communications not only raise privacy concerns
but also could be construed as creating a physician-patient relationship where
none otherwise existed. Such relationship, if shown to exist, could likewise lead
to issues of patient abandonment if such “care” is not continued. If the patient is
located in a state other than where the physician is licensed to practice, licensure
issues may arise as well. Moreover, content of social network discussions is essentially permanent once posted and may be discovered in litigation at any time.
Other potential issues may arise based on the nature or content of a given statement, as well as any action taken by an employer as a result. Specific content may
lead to claims of defamation. Posts by a staff member about a patient, or by a
supervisor to a subordinate he or she has “friended” may also generate harassment
claims. These scenarios can also prove particularly problematic, as disciplinary
action taken by the employer as a result of such conduct can implicate labor and
employment laws. Similarly, methods used by hospitals or health systems to
review and monitor social networking sites in their recruitment efforts as well as
with respect to existing employees, and the hiring and firing decisions that are
made based on the information contained on such social network sites, can raise
privacy, security and labor and employment issues. Even posts “sponsored” by the
organization need to be carefully crafted to ensure that they are accurate and do

not run afoul of consumer protection laws or make guarantees of results.
Many of these issues are not unique to social networking but are exacerbated by
the ability of information to go “viral” when posted on such platforms. However,
given the potential benefits that social media has to offer for the very same reasons
of such widespread and rapid dissemination of information, healthcare providers
should embrace such platforms. It is also vital that facilities adopt, implement and
enforce a social media policy that enables employees to utilize social media in a
responsible and appropriate manner, in compliance with applicable laws.
Pamela E. Hepp is a shareholder with Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney PC. She concentrates her health care practice on issues affecting large health care institutions,
including complex transactions, medical staff matters and regulatory issues including Medicare and Medicaid fraud, abuse and False Claims Act investigations and
settlement negotiations, Stark and HIPAA confidentiality issues and patient care.
She can be reached at pamela.hepp@bipc.com.
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FASB From Page 1
charges – like taxes and operating expenses for years hence, and to document
whether it is likely to exercise renewal options many years in the future.
These costs are all contingent and speculative. Moreover, they are costs tenants
do not control and many do not understand.
If you have a lease that will be in effect for several years, do not get the idea
that you are off the hook. The new standards will apply to existing leases as well
as newly-signed ones.
Here is a summary of the main changes to accounting standards which FASB
proposes:
l The right to use space will be listed as an asset for accounting purposes,
while key obligations under real estate leases will show up as liabilities, on the balance sheet.
l Rental payments are now considered loan payments with an imputed
interest rate. Only the imputed interest will be deductible as a business expense,
and there has been a near-total lack of guidance on how to figure imputed interest
being paid to a landlord.
All this is a problem because it could drive tenants to seek shorter leases,
increasing the uncertainty of their overall business situation. And it could discourage landlords from making “workletter contributions,” funds needed to build-out
or refurbish a space. The shorter lease term means they cannot get back their
investment in time. This, in turn, could cause disinvestment and is liable to
encourage healthcare entities to divert capital into real estate, as opposed to muchneeded R&D, equipment or staff.
l Options turn into liabilities. Liabilities thereupon turn into headaches.
When the new rules take effect, a tenant must treat a lease as extending to the end
of any option periods which will “more likely than not” be exercised. If a healthcare entity has a 10 year lease and two five year options to renew, it may be necessary to treat the obligation as a 20 year lease on the balance sheet.
Few healthcare entities can say with certainty what or how much space they
need 20 years in the future. Even if a tenant “knows” it will still be in the same
place, projecting a lease payment 20 years out is speculative. Moreover, it will
most likely be best for tenants to skip renewal options, even though this increases
uncertainty for business operations and creates disincentives for improving their
space.
l Tenants must estimate contingent payments under a lease, including operating expenses, utilities, and property taxes, using “expected outcome analysis”
based on “likely probabilities.” They must become conversant with real estate
market conditions now and in the future. They will need to project changes in
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asset value and re-evaluate during each reporting period. They must consider how
the building owner will manage the property. These estimates and re-evaluations
will be a major task for any medical facility not in possession of a 100% accurate
crystal ball.

AN ACTION PLAN TO DEAL WITH THE NEW FASB RULES
Here is an action plan to deal with the new FASB rules. First, inventory all leases and list every current obligation. Then, come up with a plan to estimate future
lease costs – rental payments and contingent obligations – and to re-estimate these
costs during each reporting period. If you enter into a lease or lease renewal, you
will need to figure out the optimal lease term based on balance sheet considerations as well as the needs of your healthcare entity for the right space.
Weigh the value of lease renewal options against the extra administrative work
involved, and the immediate effect on your balance sheet. And analyze whether
buying – through a condominium arrangement or fee simple – may be more
advantageous than leasing.
On the basis of public comments and complaints, FASB can be expected to
modify some provisions of the new rules. However, the basic outlines of the new
rules are unlikely to change substantially.
The most recent information on implementation timing targets the new rules to
take effect in early 2013. That is sooner than it sounds. Now is the time to begin
planning what you will do when the changes become effective.

Marisa Manley is president of Healthcare Real Estate Advisors, a nationwide real
estate consulting and advisory firm. www.hcreadvisors.com; 212-684-2044,
marisa.manley@hcreadvisors.com

Landau Building Company
Announces Contracts
Awarded and Completed
Landau Building Company will soon complete construction at UPMC
Presbyterian Level 7 South. This project consists of upgrades and renovations to the 7th floor of the old Children’s Hospital building to make way for
a pulmonary floor. The architect is Burt Hill.
The Armstrong County YMCA has contracted Landau Building Company
to build a new 27,200 SF facility to replace their antiquated existing one. The
new two story building will be located a few blocks north of the old facility
on North Water Street in Kittanning, PA. It has been planned to better serve
the community with programs such as childcare, a family gymnasium, fitness areas for classes like yoga and Pilates, a natatorium that includes a family pool, a lap pool and a warm water pool intended for therapy. Construction
is anticipated to begin in June 2011 and be complete by March 2012. The
architect, RSSC Architecture, also designed the Rose E. Schneider Family
YMCA in Cranberry Township that Landau Building Company constructed.
The Dean of the College of Business Administration at the University of
Pittsburgh was relocated into a newly renovated area on the same floor of the
Sennott Square building. The interior renovations were completed by Landau
Building Company in March 2011 to allow the former Dean’s suite to be
vacated and transformed into the new CBA Center for Student Success. Construction of the Center for Student Success will begin May 2, 2011 and be
complete by August 1, 2011. The new student support area will include a
unique glass wall and door system as well as a custom ovular reception desk.
For more information, visit www.landau-bldg.com.
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Important Message for Pennsylvania Physicians:

Reduce Your
Malpractice
Insurance
Costs
Since 2003, Professional Casualty Association (PCA) has insured only Pennsylvania
physicians. And we’ve done it quite successfully. Nearly 1900 of your colleagues across
the Commonwealth have entrusted us to provide their coverage and look to us to provide
the most aggressive defense strategies in the industry when claims have been brought
against them.
The reasons why we only insure Pennsylvania doctors are simple. It allows us to hone
our underwriting and claim settlement expertise, helps us maintain our pricing focus and
it provides our policyholders and prospects with the assurance that we will not divert
resources from the Commonwealth for the lure of short term profits from neighboring
states. PCA is licensed, admitted and domiciled in Pennsylvania and supported by an A+
rated reinsurer. You can rest easy that we will be here when you need us!
From the beginning, our motto has been “Fighting back is good business” and we will
vigorously fight every defensible lawsuit as well as countersue, when appropriate. We
understand the frustration experienced by a physician when sued. For that reason, we
retain only the most experienced and successful attorneys and claim personnel and do
everything possible to make the experience as painless as possible. Not only do we try
more cases than any of our peer companies, we’ve won ninety (90%) percent of our cases.
If you have a reasonable claim history and think you may be paying too much, have your
agent contact PCA. Or you can contact us directly by phone (610.337.3374) or through
our website (www.professionalca.com). We will recommend an agent if needed. But rest
assured that PCA will work hard to lower your premium now and into the future.

Professional

Casualty Association
1012 W. Ninth Avenue, Suite 250 • King of Prussia, PA 19406
P: 610-337-3374 • F: 610-337-7549 • www.professionalca.com
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Heritage Valley Opens
Family Medicine Center
in Beaver Falls
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Heritage Valley Health System opened its newest facility last month, the Heritage Valley Family Medicine Center, with a ribbon cutting and open house at the
new location, 1125 7th Avenue in downtown Beaver Falls. Elected officials,

Olga Gerard, registered nurse at Heritage Valley for more than 60 years,
cuts the ribbon at the Grand Opening of the Heritage Valley Family
Medicine Center on Seventh Avenue in Beaver Falls, PA. (Pictured left to
right) Norm Mitry, president and CEO of Heritage Valley Health System,
Mariann Murtha, Family Medicine Center practice manager, Olga Gerard,
Garry Hogan, chair, Heritage Valley Board of Directors, Pennsylvania
State Senator Elder Vogel, Pennsylvania State Representative Jim Marshall, and Dr. David Thimons, director of Heritage Valley’s Family Medicine Residency Program.

Health System staff and members of the community at the event were able to tour
the new facility and learn of its offerings.
“The new Family Medicine Center will support and enhance Heritage Valley’s
Family Medicine Residency Program, enabling us to recruit and train the next
generation of family physicians,” said Norman F. Mitry, President and CEO of
Heritage Valley Health System. “Also, by investing in the training of family
physicians, Heritage Valley is able to retain outstanding residents to remain in
our service area and become future members of the Heritage Valley medical
staff.”
In addition to housing the Heritage Valley Family Medicine Residency Program, the 13,500 square-foot building will also house the Family Planning
Office and serve as a fully functional family medicine office that offers primary
care and prenatal clinic services to patients in the surrounding communities.
Additionally, the Heritage Valley Family Medicine Center has an outpatient laboratory and will offer behavioral health services one day a week through Heritage Valley’s Staunton Clinic – Rochester office.
“The opening of this facility is another indication of Heritage Valley’s commitment to reinvest in Beaver Falls and other communities in our service area,
providing healthcare from locations that are easily accessible,” said Garry
Hogan, chair, Heritage Valley Health System Board of Directors. “The new Family Medicine Center exemplifies our board’s commitment to our mission to
improve the health and well-being of all people in the communities we serve.”
For more information, please visit www.heritagevalley.org or call the Family
Medicine Center at 724-773-8900.
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The Electronic Medical Record Pyramid:
One Hospital’s Journey to a Green Foundation
By Brett Taylor
A wise man once said that a large-scale initiative
should be balanced accordingly: 75% planning and
25% actual execution. While staying in the planning
phase can seem somewhat counterintuitive at times,
it’s almost impossible to successfully complete the top
of a pyramid without first securing a solid foundation.
As many of the nation’s healthcare facilities
migrate toward implementing large-scale electronic
medical record systems (EMR), it is a rare occasion
that a large medical center has the opportunity to build
their dream foundation to support the implementation of epic proportions from
the ground-up. St. Luke’s Magic Valley Medical Center had the opportunity
to do just that and soon realized the possibilities stemming from the decisions
made during the planning phase opened the door for extended goals that would
have otherwise been impossible to reach.
In 2004, St. Luke’s Magic Valley Medical Center, a part of the regional St.
Luke’s Healthcare System that extends across all of southern Idaho, was welcomed by the city of Twin Falls, Idaho to construct a brand new 186 bed medical center to care for patients from the rural region, including patients from
three neighboring states. With a goal to switch the entire region’s patient database to an EMR system, the St. Luke’s Magic Valley IT team realized they had
the opportunity to build a data center capable of hosting enough servers to
maintain the entire EMR system without contracting with a third-party host.
In order to make their lofty goal a reality, the internal IT team launched into
an aggressive planning process and emerged with a strategy that combined
natural elements and energy-saving practices in order to build a green disaster
recovery data center that was capable of hosting the substantial system.
Three major cost-cutting components were built into the initial plan. The
first component focused on cutting cooling costs in half for the 2,000 square
foot data center by installing APC enclosures with built-in cooling systems for

each server. Secondly, the IT team implemented server virtualization in order
to run up to 10 virtual servers on one machine while enabling each server to
function at a 50% capacity as opposed to the previous 5% capacity. The
shrinking number of virtual machines resulted in approximately 66% less
occupied space while allowing more data to be stored in a smaller area - once
again cutting cooling and energy costs. The server virtualization and compression is expected to save the medical center hundreds of thousands of dollars
each year, not including the money saved on internal hosting and the space
they saved will allow the data center to grow and evolve as necessary.
The final component involved an extensive amount of dynamite – blasting
20 feet deep into lava rock in order to build a secure site for hosting the green
data center, which will also double as the regional health system’s disaster
recovery center. Utilizing existing natural elements cut costs and provided a
natural security wall.
Once storage for the EMR project was made a reality, the team was ready
to bridge the gap for another lofty goal: implementing the Paperless Clinical
Project in conjunction with the Toyota Lean Project. The Paperless Clinical
Project estimates an annual savings of over $70,000 in printing costs by utilizing new technology such as iPads to readily access patient charts and information.
The stepping-stone strategy peaks at the patient-oriented grand finale. Residents and patients of the region will be pleased with the “One Patient, One
Record” initiative which will allow an individual’s medical history and billing
to be packaged into one comprehensive record and bill, accessible from any St.
Luke’s facility.
Planning and building the entire system from the ground-up gave the team
an opportunity to see possibilities from all angles, ultimately building a green
foundation for the most effective patient care.
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Mobile-ready access to websites eliminates the
sometimes tedious task of locating desired information by reducing complexity – it’s not necessary to
scroll through large text screens since information is
organized by importance and formatted for relevance.
A “mobile” website is quicker to navigate than its
full-sized counterpart. When a traditional website is
optimized for use in a “smart phone” or alternative
mobile platform it is redesigned to provide information quickly with just a few taps. Moreover, a mobile
website can save time spent on data entry since contact phone numbers, email addresses, and directions
are immediately accessible by tapping.
This mobile ability is opening new marketing
doors for the health care industry through the use of
specific applications, such as a “physician search”
button on hospital or medical center mobile websites.
The search application is designed to provide a list of
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physicians; once a name has been selected specific
credential and contact information comes into view.
Other applications offered by mobile sites include
health information sections where users can search
medical conditions and receive information about
symptoms and treatments.
Mobile websites are a win-win for those in the
healthcare industry and the people it serves – helping to
deliver a facility’s message and most compelling website content with just a glance at a mobile phone screen.
In addition to mobile websites, a wide variety of
online tools are now available to medical facilities’
main websites.
For example, some facilities utilize real time credit
processing for online payment, thereby providing
patients a simple mechanism to address their health
care bills. And a growing number of hospital websites
allow for donations to specific programs and services
online in a secure and confidential manner.
An increasing number of hospital websites also

offer online physician referral service for those in
future need of a physician; applicants can be matched
with appropriate physicians at the facility for treatment and care.
Furthermore, website translation is a cost-effective
method of rapidly expanding a medical facility’s
client base. Healthcare is one of the many industries
to realize the immense benefits of translating the
English version of a website; in fact it is a crucial
component to a website in today’s global, technology-based economy.
Technology is a proven component to building relationships between medical facilities and the people they
serve – it is a key that will continue to open new methods of communication within the healthcare industry.
Kevin McNally is President/CEO of Interactive
Palette, www.interactivepalette. com, a web
design/hosting firm with offices in Fall River and
Braintree, MA.

Helping Seniors to Embrace Technology Through Ongoing
Education and Personalized Service
Research shows that falls are the leading cause of injury deaths in older adults,
and they are the most common cause of nonfatal injuries and hospitalizations for
trauma.¹ Seniors who live alone are most at risk for increased hospital stays due
to fall related injuries. Many seniors and their families are relying on Personal
Emergency Response Systems (or medical alarms) for help in monitoring the condition of elderly loved ones. Recent claims that, “in four out of five fall incidents
the senior doesn’t push the button, either because they are too stunned or physically unable” is flawed. The most common reason for why seniors fail to press
their buttons (or even wear them at all) is because some medical alarm providers
fail to instruct their users on how the equipment works and fail to provide ongoing
education and testing.
A lack of customer service and ongoing education may be the cause of unanswered emergencies. If the user does not fully understand the benefits of a medical alarm and does not have ongoing training on how to use the system; he or she
may not be able to take advantage of it in the event of an emergency. Fortunately,
there are some medical alarm providers that take the time to truly educate their
customers on the importance of wearing and using their medical alarm pendant.
Automated Security Alert, Inc. (ASA) has been providing a higher level of customer service to their users for over 20 years. ASA’s service technicians install
the medical alarm in the user’s home, and demonstrate the equipment to the user
and their family members. Additionally, the service technicians take time to fully
educate the user on how to fully benefit from the medical alarm service.
The high level of service
however does not end after the
installation is completed. Every
month one of the company’s
Life Safety Operators calls the
user for ongoing education and
testing. The operator asks if
they are wearing their button
and reminds them to wear it at
all times; the operator then has
the user press the medical alarm
pendant to perform a manual
test. Additionally, ongoing service and maintenance in the
home is often required to ensure the operation of the system.
Falls among the elderly occur frequently, 1 in 3 adults over the age of 65 fall
each year, and advances in the industry have led to fall detection technology that
uses accelerometers, motion, tilt, and impact sensors.² Fall detection systems may
seem like a breakthrough in the medical alarm industry, but in reality, traditional
medical alarm systems are advancing much faster. “At this point fall detection is
still an emerging technology and everyday thousands of people get help by pressing their medical alarm pendants for all types of emergencies; whether they are
sick, fall, lonely, have a fire, need the police, or a visitor gets hurt or becomes ill,”
says Jeff Pigott, Director of Products and Services at ASA.
The medical alarm pendants are getting smarter; some are capable of two-way
voice communication between the user and a Life Safety Operator. Paired with the
right customer support, pendant devices are very effective in keeping loved ones
safe and independent.
It is also critical to offer two-way communication to reassure the user in an
emergency situation that help is on the way. This is particularly important with fall
detectors because the technology often detects false positives, and without twoway voice it would result in an unnecessary ambulance visit. ASA does offer a fall
detection device, they realize that the technology has not yet been developed
enough to be completely effective.

They offer two-way communication on all products and take the time to assess
each customer on an individual basis to recommend a medical alarm that will best
fit their lifestyle. Other fall detection systems do not provide two-way voice communication, are bulky and are to be worn on a chest strap or belt, or have no service to support the system. Most simply, offering solely a product without service
is not sufficient.
For more information call 1-800-338-7114 or visit www.automatedsecurityalert.com.
¹ Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for Injury Prevention and Control, Division of unintentional Injury Prevention. December 8,
2010. “Falls Among Older Adults: An Overview.” http://www.cdc.gov/HomeandRecreationalSafety/Falls/adultfalls.html
²Ibid.
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Heart Patients and UPMC
Surgeon Recently Perform
in Bodiography Ballet
By Christopher Cussat
On Saturday, June 4, 2011 at the Byham Theater in Downtown Pittsburgh, heart
transplant surgery and contemporary ballet commingled in a dance performance
of Bodiography: Heart (Function vs. Emotion). This artistic work was inspired by
and dedicated to patients with pulmonary hypertension and advanced heart disease. The performance showcased and included professional dancers as well as
heart surgery patients and physicians.
While developing this original ballet, Bodiography Artistic Director and Choreographer, Maria Caruso, shadowed physicians and surgeons of the Advanced
Heart Failure Program at UPMC as they cared for patients undergoing heart and
lung transplantation. “I was inspired to create this performance after talking with
patients who suffered from pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) and women
with peripartum cardiomyopathy (PPCM). I hope the ballet raises awareness of
these conditions,” she explains.
Her interaction with patient support groups for subjects with PAH and women
with PPCM also facilitated and assisted in shaping this monumental presentation.
Caruso notes that her intimate meetings with individual patients and masterful surgeons allowed her to gain insight into their struggles and victories over advanced
heart and lung disease—and then in turn help her to utilize ballet as an artistic
medium to raise awareness.
An almost unlikely, rookie performer, Robert Kormos, M.D., Director of the
UPMC Artificial Heart Program and Co-Director of the UPMC Heart Transplantation Program, made his theatrical debut among those others participating in the
ballet.
He recalls the first time Caruso approached him about the performance. “I met
her and we had invited her to the hospital to watch a couple of operations because
her goal was to incorporate some of the movements that she saw in the operating
room into the themes that the dancers were going to portray.” He adds that Bodiography: Heart (Function vs. Emotion) was really trying to portray the struggles
of patients as they wait for organs, go through their transplants, and recover—all
the things that they experience from both physical and emotional perspectives.
“She was trying to translate that into colors, motions, and actions by the dancers—
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so she asked me if I would play a small role in the second act,” Kormos notes.
Although he was uncertain about doing it at first, after learning more about the
themes and intent of the ballet, Kormos became intrigued and agreed to perform.
Fittingly, Kormos’ role in the ballet is one of a surgeon performing a heart transplant. He explains, “At one point, a dancer comes out portraying the old, diseased
heart and I’m pretending to cut out the old heart and then I lead it off the stage. I
then bring in the dancer portraying the new heart and go through some exaggerated motions of sewing it in while the new heart dances on the stage—so it portrays
the reality of what was happening at this point in patients’ lives as they receive
their transplants.”
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Kormos admits that his participation was a very personal and emotional experience. “It was a very unique experience to be on stage with your patients and
watch some of these creative folks show an incredible expression of their vitality
and life after having been so close to death. Some have had heart failure for so
many years—so to be able to see them ‘blossom’ on stage is a real benefit to any
physician because we can physically see the outcome of what we do.” Kormos
does not hesitate to add a heartfelt pun. “So for me it was just very heart warming—not to be hackneyed in a phrase, but it truly was a very emotional experience
to see these people up there in front of an audience and express their vitality!”
The performance was a great success according to Kormos because of the
tremendous positive feedback received from the patients and medical people who
attended the ballet. “We really did get the sense that a lot of people were touched
by it—and I think many patients, in some respect, relived their experiences while
watching the performance. Although some of them may not want to necessarily do
that, I believe it is a way of coming to grips with what happened to them—so I
think a lot of patients enjoyed it.”
After being a part of Bodiography: Heart (Function vs. Emotion), Kormos feels
that he now has an even greater appreciation of the performing arts. “The amount
of energy and effort that goes into a production like this would never have registered with me unless I had seen it first hand.” He even compares the ballet to surgery itself. “Watching her [Caruso] essentially conduct people is amazing—I
mean it’s not that different from what we do in the operating room. We also have
a team that we have to work with and make sure that everything is going smoothly—and we’re also conducting highly talented individuals to get a job done. So for
me, I came to appreciate the arts in a way that I never would have—especially if I
had not had the opportunity to be a part of this.”
Proceeds from this event benefited Family House’s Family Assistance Fund.
This fund helps support patients who cannot afford to stay in Family House, but
who really need a place where they can stay while their family members are recovering from or undergoing transplants and other surgeries. For more information
on Bodiography please visit www.bodiographycbc.com.
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Balancing Act
By Shelly McGonigal
Are you stressed out?
Feeling sick and drained?
Do you dread answering a
page or opening your
email? You are not alone.
The demand placed on the
health care leader has escalated to the point where
individuals are feeling
overwhelmed from the
stress of work life and neglecting personal and family life. Finding balance in life is not an easy task,
however being aware and following a few tips may
assist the leader in finding joy and renewal in their
career, while maintaining relationships and purpose
when out of the office.
Write down what really matters to you personally. Some things may be professionally based; others
are more than likely personal desires. Separate the
list into career and personal and rank the items.
What is most important? What gives you joy? The
art of writing down your thoughts helps to make
them concrete. These things matter to you – they
are real. Keep the list and refer to it daily. It will
help you to focus on what really matters and not get
caught up in the things that do not.
Get out. Go outside. Put yourself in a
work/stress time out. Taking a few minutes to clear
your head has been shown to elevate mood, increase
innovation and reinvigorate your mind. Sometimes
a walk in the rain is what you need to re-evaluate

where you are and what you need to accomplish.
Exercise. Do not forget your physical body – this
is the machine you rely on. Make time for physical
exercise – whether that is walking, running, organized classes, team sports, etc. Participating in exercise activities with family and/or friends can be an
added win/win for both your mind and your soul. In
addition, it may help you get some much needed
time with the people you cherish the most.
Watch what you are eating. In times of stress, we
tend to either eat too much (and often not the right
stuff) or not eat at all. Be aware of what you are (or
are not) putting in your mouth. Are you drinking so
much caffeine that you are feeling on edge and
moody? What about your alcohol consumption?
Look into “super foods” which provide those essential nutrients you need without adding extra sugar,
fat and calories. Examples are: Asparagus,
Almonds, Fruits, berries.
Sleep! Make sure you are getting enough sleep. It
is essential. If you are sleep deprived, your ability
to concentrate and work productively may suffer. In
addition, being fatigued may hinder the quality of
time spent doing the activities your really enjoy.
Spend time with your family and friends. Maintain social relationships. Research has shown that
the top indicator of happiness and personal joy are
the relationships we have with others. Unfortunately, many times, work life interferes with family life.
Balancing both can be tricky, but necessary. It is
hard to concentrate on work when the kids are calling, and likewise, it is hard to watch a baseball

game when work is paging. There needs to be segregation of work and life at times. During big
events, turn off the pager, cell phone and/or blackberry. Enjoy the moment.
Talk to others. It may be good to talk with someone that handles work/life balance well. In addition, it is important to openly and honestly discuss
your time concerns and limitations with your loved
ones. Promising that you will be at an event, and
then not attending, may lead to more frustration in
the future.
Relax. Schedule in downtime in your day. This
is your break. Take it. Avoid adding things into
your downtime (because it is free time)! Do not feel
guilty about having some relaxation in your plan for
the day or weekend.
Get rid of things that do not add value to your
life. It is alright to say no when asked to contribute
or do something that will not add meaning to your
life, either professionally or personally.
Seek professional help, if you to. If the balancing act is becoming overwhelming to you, it may be
time to seek out the professionals.
Having a career that you enjoy and family and
friends that you love may lead to an extremely fulfilling life; however, balancing the needs of both
can lead to frustration, stress and anxiety. Finding
the balance between work and life is pivotal to
being successful in both avenues of life.
For more information, email Shelly McGonigal
DNP, MSN RN at Allegheny General Hospital at
smcgonig@wpahs.org.
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The Parking Lot Not
By Michael W. Weiss, M.D.
It’s Monday at 1:30 p.m. My 1 o’clock patient didn’t
show. My 1:10 just arrived. While he checks in, I walk
downstairs and look out the window to assess the parking
situation.
Just as I suspected, the ratio of creepers to walkers
exceeds one-to-one. Creepers are drivers who move at 2
miles per hour behind someone exiting a building, in
hopes that the exiting person will walk to a vehicle, get in
and vacate a parking space. Creepers only appear when
the lot is full.
Today’s parking crunch spells doom for my afternoon
hours. Most patients will be late; a few will circle the lot, call from the car to
reschedule and go home. My staff and I will bend, flex and contort office hours
to minimize further patient inconvenience.
Recently, I stopped a hospital vice president in the hall and asked her to un-jam
the parking lot.
She responded with what I call the Willoughby Principle. Named for the person
in our practice who becomes annoyed when I insist on fast solutions to complex
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issues, the Willoughby Principle goes like this, “If your problem were able to be
fixed that easily, you can assume I would have done so by now.”
I was hoping for a different answer this time.
Two forces are driving our parking woes. First, our building may sit on the
UPMC Passavant campus of 110 sprawling acres, but much of the undeveloped
land is too hilly to be flattened.
Second, in the 30 years that our practice has been on this site, Passavant has
grown in facilities and services. Those facilities require more physicians and staff,
who need to park. Those services attract more patients, visitors, students and vendors, who also need to park.
The hospital’s leadership has made heroic strides in decompressing the lots, but
their progress is always short-lived. Within weeks, the campus fills again.
It’s what I call the Orcs-Over-The-Wall Effect.
That name comes from the second “Lord of the Rings” movie, in which an epic
battle wages between the people of Rohan, who take cover behind a stone fortress,
and the Orcs. Every time Rohan seems to prevail, another wave of Orcs clears the
wall. Each new volume jump taxes Rohan’s infrastructure, resources and resolve.
For an organization with vision
and ambition, volume jumps are welcome developments, but growth that
exceeds the organization’s ability to
handle it often hurt the very customers
the organization hopes to impress.
That’s the frustrating downside
of rapid expansion. We see it in our
own practice. No matter how many
phone receptionists we hire or processes we redesign, the backlog of on-hold
callers never seems to diminish.
I’ve always believed that most
providers and facilities operate on a
level playing field clinically. The regulatory environment for facilities and
vetting process for physicians assure
across-the-board competence. What
distinguishes one provider from the
next is often related to business decisions, convenience or customer service.
That’s why a busy phone makes me
nuts.
In our region, patients can go many
places to receive quality musculoskeletal care. I want them to come to our
practice because I think we are good
and compassionate providers. But
unless we also offer good and attentive
service, many will dial another number
or keep driving south.
As physicians, the care part comes
easy. We train for it and manage it.
It’s the customer service piece that
trips us. Phone system backlogs,
scheduling software glitches and front
desk staff turnover affect the success of
any practice.
When your specialty is orthopedics,
so does parking. Many of my patients
have bad joints and arrive on crutches
or in wheelchairs; easy access to the
To see how we care or to learn about
entrance would be nice.
a career with Kindred, please visit us
As I walk upstairs and start office
at www.continuethecare.com.
hours, I wonder, “What’s the worst that
can happen when the Orcs-Over-TheWall Effect meets the Willoughby
Principle?”
Just ask my 1 p.m. no-show. I suspect she circled the building, gave up
and called an orthopedic surgeon
whose parking lot doesn’t get so full.
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Dr. Weiss is an orthopedic surgeon
with Tri Rivers Surgical Associates. His
column appears quarterly in Hospital
News. You can contact him at (412)
367-0600 or mail@tririversortho.com.
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Flipping the Switch: Helping Nurses Transition
from Handmaiden to Solutionaries
By Renee Thompson
The line from the Wizard of Oz, “We’re not in Kansas
anymore Toto” makes me think about the role of the
nurse and how the practice environment has changed
exponentially over the last few decades. New technologies, advancements in medical treatments and higher
patient acuities have created challenges and opportunities
for nurses to take a more active role in the delivery of health care. There are over
3.1 million nurses in this country yet we are often referred to as the silent majority.
For health care reform to be successful, it will require nurses to “flip the switch”
and adapt their role to meet the demands of today’s complex environment.
It wasn’t that long ago that nurses were viewed as the physician’s handmaiden.
They gave up their chairs and didn’t even carry stethoscopes. Nursing was considered a passive occupation and viewed as a service position. A job description
in the early 1900’s included expectations such as maintaining a warm temperature
in patient rooms and moping floors. Today, a nurse’s job description includes
advanced disease specific assessments, use of sophisticate equipment, diagnosing
and prescription writing. Moreover, nurses need to fully comprehend research,
regulatory requirements, and financial implications. Knowing that 90% of all
decisions are made at the point of care, nurses need to embrace their adapting role
to better achieve their full potential as collaborative partners.
Four steps for nurses to flip the switch from handmaiden to solutionaries:
l Own your practice
Taking ownership implies taking full responsibility for everything that happens
to patients – everything. Nurses are the last line of defense to ensure patients get
high quality, safe and effective care. Round with physicians as full partners – not
as passive observers. Ask to see the evidence that supports a change in practice.
Challenge decisions instead of assuming that if a physician wrote it, then it must
be okay. Take responsibility for your license, competence and behavior without
excuses.
l Grow in knowledge
Nurses need to continuously seek out the education, skills and experience necessary to keep up with the changes in healthcare. Get an advanced degree, attend
in-services, join professional nursing organizations and seek experiences that
enrich your nursing practice. Learn from other industries such as business, agriculture and even economics to help you view the delivery of care through different
eyes and break down the thick silos existing in health care today.
l Get involved
Getting involved goes beyond joining a professional organization or committee.

It requires active participation and dissemination of information to others. Seek
opportunities to join boards where decisions are made. Actively engage in councils comprised of participants beyond nurses. Use your knowledge and skills as a
professional nurses to make a difference in your practice area and community.
l Become expert problem-solvers
Nurses have the best seats in the house to identify obstacles that prevent patients
from getting the care they need. Nurses need to stop complaining about what’s
wrong with the system and figure out how to fix it. Spend time with colleagues
thinking creatively about ways to solve existing problems and share your ideas
with administration.
Three steps for organizations to create a problem-solving culture:
l Support autonomy
This goes beyond just supporting a shared governance model. It’s about changing the culture to one where the nurses believe they have the full support from
administration to lead efforts towards resolution.
l Clear the way
Remove roadblocks that would prevent nurses from leading problem-solving
efforts. Roadblocks can include people, existing policies or systems. Once you
clear the way for change, creativity soars.
l Invite
Take a snapshot look at your existing boards, committees and project teams.
Ensure that nursing is represented on any group where decisions are made involving patient care.
Just like Dorothy in the Wizard of Oz, if nurses believe they have the power
within them to solve today’s complex problems, traveling from the land of handmaiden to the land of solutionaries just takes a flip of the switch.
Renee Thompson, MSN, RN is the owner of RTConnections, LLC, a company dedicated to improving nursing clinical and professional practice. Through consulting,
speaking and coaching services, Ms. Thompson helps nurses become heroes.
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Geolocation Technology Is the Perfect Prescription for
Personalized Online Initiatives
By Rob Friedman
Today’s consumers are becoming increasingly more
involved in their health care decisions. They often turn to
the Internet as their first source of information, but must
often navigate a labyrinth of health-related websites and
content to find what they need.
Almost every health care organization—from hospitals to physician practices to pharmaceutical companies
to insurers—has a website. So, when it comes to establishing an online presence, health care organizations need
to cut through the vast clutter of the Internet to personalize—and localize—their marketing, communications and
content.
For this reason, the medical community is starting to embrace online geolocation
technology, or the automatic identification of online users’ geographic location.

THE TIMING COULDN’T BE BETTER FOR GEOLOCATION IN THE
MEDICAL COMMUNITY
While other industries have long recognized the value of geolocation in their
online initiatives, the medical community is just now coming on board. There are
a number of reasons contributing to this movement:
l A shift toward consumer-directed health care. As consumers are increasingly asked to take bigger stakes in their health care, they crave the necessary
information to make more educated and frugal health care decisions.
l Evolution of the Internet as a viable information channel. The Internet as
a channel for health information and communications is well-suited to fulfill consumer expectations for instant access, service and interaction. It is inexpensive,
easy to use, provides access to a wealth of information, and exposes consumers to
a global health care network.
l Rewarding online consumer experiences within other industries. Internet
shopping and online experiences in other areas, such as social networking, are
helping to shape the expectations associated with supplying digital information
and services within the health care industry. In particular, consumers relish the
responsiveness and choice they get from Internet shopping as well as the interaction that comes with social networks. These experiences are helping shape online
initiatives for the medical community.
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Whether the goal is to create an instant connection with a first-time site visitor;
to drive success for online marketing campaigns; or to ensure the right content is
in the right hands, today’s geotargeting technology provides the type of all-in-one
tool to take online interactions in the proper direction—toward a closer relationship with your online audience a little closer to home.
The most innovative geolocation solutions allow any type of online health care
organization to identify the location of online visitors down to a zip code level,
without invading user privacy. This new generation of technology, called IP Intelligence, which is based on users’ IP addresses, can also uncover other valuable
information such as connection speed, Internet Service Provider (ISP) and domain
name, providing a more accurate picture of online traffic.

APPLICATIONS FOR GEOLOCATION TECHNOLOGY INCLUDE:
Targeted Online Advertising and Promotions - Enables online marketers to
increase reach, relevance and response for online marketing endeavors.
Content Localization - Provides the tools to move away from “one-size-fitsall” web content and instead deliver relevant information, language, currency,
products and promotions.
Geographic Rights Management – Allows companies to adhere to licensing,
marketing and regulatory rules and agreements in conjunction with the promotion
of products within certain geographic areas.
Analytics – Offers companies a new way to view and analyze online data to
improve web performance and site effectiveness.

ADDRESS MULTIPLE BUSINESS NEEDS, MEET ONLINE GOALS
WITH ONE TECHNOLOGY
The best practice is to start small. Implement geolocation technology within
your web initiatives where it makes the most sense, and then expand to include
other areas where cross-functional value can be achieved.
Specific examples of how online marketers within the medical community are
using geotargeting in their online initiatives:
l Targeting the promotion of new services (i.e. state-of-the-art mammography)
in relevant regions.
l Offering discounts on specific services and procedures (i.e. LASIK or cosmetic surgery).
l Automatically showing the nearest location of doctors’ offices or affiliated
clinics, labs, or other medical facilities.
l Allowing hospitals to build community-based loyalty programs by connecting directly with people in the local area—delivering information on philanthropic
efforts, upcoming events and patient forums.
l Giving health care organizations the ability to show local health screenings
throughout the country without users having to search for local events when they
visit the main website.
l Providing pharmaceutical companies with the ability to restrict the necessary
product information in certain countries, notify consumers of local drug trials and
patient education forums, offer regional disease and vaccine materials, and highlight corporate philanthropic efforts in specific areas.
Through a single technology, marketers can address multiple business needs
and succeed in meeting a wide array of distinct online goals.
Rob Friedman is the Executive Vice President and Co-founder of Digital Element.
For more information, email him at rob@digitalenvoy.net or visit his website at
www.digitalelement.com.
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“Arms Wide Open”
by Patricia Harman
c.2011, Beacon Press
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When you were 15 or 18 or 20 years old, you
wanted to make a difference.
You and your generation would set the world on
fire. You were going to fix what your parents had
broken: you’d stop the war, gain equality, save the
planet, end poverty, live gently. You were aflame
with the passion that comes with a youthful innocence you wish you still had.
Now, you don’t have that kind of energy.
But somewhere beneath your surface, that passion still simmers. It never left you, and what you
do with it – as you’ll see in the new memoir
“Arms Wide Open” by Patricia Harman – may
look comfortingly familiar.
No electricity, no central heat, and miles from
town with no vehicle. It sounds like a reality show
plot, but that’s the way Patricia Harman lived forty years ago. Harman and her
then-partner Stacy had purchased eight acres in northern Minnesota and repurposed a crumbling cabin, hoping friends and former commune members might
join them and their baby son in living off the land.
For Stacy, sustainable farming was a dream, but Harman was restless. She’d
tried several times to set up birthing classes for other “hippie chicks”, but when
winter set in, travel was almost impossible and it was difficult, at best, to reach the
main commune house. Isolated and unhappy, Harman packed a few meager possessions and said goodbye to the man she loved and their child. She left under
power of thumb.
Six years later, after having traveled through several states, Harman settled
down on a communal farm in Ohio. She met her husband, Tom, at that commune
and when they moved to a small farm in West Virginia, Harman started teaching
childbirth classes almost immediately. A mother again, she quickly became known
as a good midwife but times, they were a-changing.

The
Bookworm
Sez
Fast forward thirty years.
The Harmans both went back to college: he, for an MD and she, for an RN. The
parents of three grown sons, they had opened a clinic for women in the northern
Appalachians, specializing in maternity and pelvic pain. The days of commune living over, the Harmans had two homes, both with modern conveniences.
But with modern times come modern problems, both professional and personal.
Was it possible to reach back to the past to heal the future?
Did you ever read a book that lulled you into such a wonderful state of mind
that you were almost heartbroken when it ended? Yep, that’s exactly what it’s like
to read “Arms Wide Open”.
Through decades-old personal journals, author Patricia Harman gives readers
an inside peek at hippie culture and The Seventies through the eyes of a fresh and
idealistic young woman who wanted to change the world, and the woman she
became. I loved this wistful, wonderful story of the birth of a birth-helper, and I
think you will, too.
If you’re looking for a gracious, grateful memoir or if you get nostalgic over the
not-so-distant past, read this book. “Arms Wide Open” will surely warm your
heart.
The Bookworm is Terri Schlichenmeyer. Terri has been reading since she was 3
years old and she never goes anywhere without a book. She lives on a hill in Wisconsin with two dogs and 12,000 books.
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WASHINGTON CO ~ For Sale. 91 acre Certified Organic Farm with
streams and plenty of springs. A beautiful remodeled 100 year old farm
house and a 4,000 sq.ft. block garage. Ready to move in and do business.
Call Dan or Tracey Petricca 724-263-9578.

SQUIRREL HILL ~ For Sale or Lease. Office, retail or residential loft condo.
Occupies entire 2nd floor. 4,200 sq.ft. on Forbes Avenue in the heart of
Squirrel Hill shopping district. Ideal for end-user or investment. Call
Mitchell Cowan or Ted Knowlton 412-521-2222.

MCCANDLESS TWP ~
Restaurant with parking for 60 cars, nice interior; $225,000.
Seating capacity for
approximately 90 customers. 3 acres, located at intersection.
Large upstairs that can
be finished into an
apartment or possible
banquet room. One
minute from North
Park. Call Marvin
Birner 412-403-9111.

CARNEGIE ~ For Sale. Approximately 136 acres located 1 mile from I-79.
Excellent opportunity for gas and oil companies. Call Gary Dempsey 412638-8782.

SOUTH SIDE ~ Prime corner location on E. Carson Street. Three floors,
mixed use. First floor storefronts plus apartments above, re-development
opportunity. Call Denis Ranalli 412-548-1064.

MT. PLEASANT TWP ~ For Sale. 37.8 Acres. Zoned industrial. 2.5 miles
from MarkWest Plant in Houston. Great for oil and gas buildings. Mostly
level. Public water, gas, 3 phase power. Call Dan Petricca 724-263-9578.

SOUTH HUNTINGDON ~ For Sale. Established bar/restaurant. Well
known in community. Parking lot across street, turnkey operation. Call
Laura Simon & Bob Shapiro 412-343-0527.

ROBINSON TWP ~ Excellent location and visibility. House converted to office. 2-story, separate entrances, full basement, paved parking. Zoned
C-2. Permitted office and retail uses. Call Gary Dempsey 412-638-8782.

BEAVER CO ~ 180 acres of beautiful laying land. Great for sub-dividing
into several farmettes. Road frontage gives every lot a level driveway,
plenty of woods. The property is all at a high elevation – no wetlands. No
GAS RIGHTS TO CONVEY. Call Dan Petricca 724-263-9578.

BETHEL PARK ~ For Lease. Large open office space. Approximately
1,100 sq.ft. Full service + parking. Very reasonable. Call Marv Levin 412973-4815.

RICHLAND ~ For Sale. 2.8 acres of land zoned light industrial with all utilities, just off PA Turnpike exit. Owner will sell or build to suit. Site plan for
6,900 sq.ft. warehouse. Additional parcel available. Call Denis Ranalli 412548-1064.
WASHINGTON CO ~ Two new office spaces located in the oil and gas area.
Great for medical/professional office. One has 2,475 sq.ft. with T-1 Internet,
three private offices, conference room, bullpen, reception area, kitchen and
restroom. The second has 2,365 sq.ft. with T-1 internet with three office,
conference room, kitchenette and restroom. Call Dan or Tracey Petricca
724-263-9578.

BEECHVIEW ~ For Lease. Over 3,000 sq.ft. with some private offices,
kitchen area and open area. Suitable for office, day care, assisted living.
Very reasonable rental rate. Call Marv Levin 412-548-1064.
EAST SIDE ~ For Sale. Solidly built old 1,000 + seat church with rotunda
and adjacent 21 room rectory offers a developers dream within the renewing East Side corridor. Unique architectural design. Call Ted Harchick or
Dan Boehler 412-963-7566.
NEW KENSINGTON ~
For Sale. Great corner location for retail or office.
50 x 120 lot. Many possibilities for the 2nd and 3rd
floors. Newer HVAC system. City parking across
street. Located in S.B.A
HUB zone for companies
dealing with the federal
government and a Pennsylvania Enterprise zone.
National Historic Tax
Credits up to 20%. Facade Program available.
Only $95,000. Call Marvin Birner 412-403-9111.
FINDLAY TWP ~ For Sale. 100 acre parcel of land for development. Zoned
business park. All utilities available. Located near I-576 (Findlay Connector). Near the Pittsburgh airport. Easy access to major highways. Call Gary
Dempsey 412-638-8782.
ETNA ~ For Sale. 2,500 sq.ft. office/shop/warehouse with numerous updates, wiring, new HVAC in office and heating unit in shop, 14ft. overhead
doors. Move in condition. Call Denis Ranalli 724-612-8616.
MONROEVILLE ~ For Sale or Lease. Conveniently located to the new
UPMC and Forbes Regional hospitals. 12,200 sq.ft. with multiple offices
and reception area. Close to PA Turnpike and public transportation. 120
parking spaces. 2.1 acres (two parcels combined). Call John Wills or Luz
Campbell 724-712-1550.

WASHINGTON CO ~ For Sale or Lease. 6,400 sq.ft. heated building with
clear span, 12ft. ceilings. Three 10ft. doors and one 12ft. door. 540 sq.ft.
office with full bath. Call Dan Petricca 724-263-9578.
PITTSBURGH ~ For Sale. 2-story office/retail building located in the Strip
District. Includes additional 1-story building and lot for parking. 7,384 sq.ft.
of building space. Call Denis Ranalli 724-612-8616.
UPTOWN PGH ~ For Sale. 6-story office building, completely updated.
Located directly across from the new Consol Energy Pavilion. Great opportunity for long term investment. Call Bob Shapiro 412-343-0527.
SLIPPERY ROCK ~ For Sale. Approximately 12 Acres located at the intersection of I-79 and Rt. 108 Slippery Rock exit. No zoning. Excellent opportunity for development. Call Gary Dempsey 412-638-8782.
WASHINGTON CO ~ Oil & Gas Companies Dream Service Garage. 70 x
110 clear span, two 14ft. garage doors, 3 acre parking, floor drains to holding tank, radiant overhead heat, bathroom w/shower, 12” reinforced floor
etc. Very hard to find. Call Dan & Tracey Petricca 724-263-9578.
AMBRIDGE ~ For Lease. Current medical office. Approximately 3,400
sq.ft. Free Parking. Reasonable rent. Can be subdivided. Available August 2011. Call Marv Levin 412-548-1064.
GIBSONIA ~ For Sale. 38,000 sq.ft. sports/medicine/rehab and athletic
training facility on 3.86 acres with great access to PA Turnpike and Rt. 8.
Fully leased with good cash flow. Call Denis Ranalli or Rob Strohm 724612-8616.
BRIDGEWATER ~ Approximately 10 acres with existing bar and restaurant
license. Furniture, fixtures and equipment included. Zoned C-2, all utilities.
Easy access to all major highways. Call Gary Dempsey 412-638-8782.
BUTLER ~ For Sale or Lease. 3,200 sq.ft. new building. Office or retail,
high visibility, 4.5 acres on Rt. 8 North of Rt. 228 East. Can be multi-tenant
or single user. Call Denis Ranalli 724-443-7252.
MT. LEBANON ~ For Lease. Over 1,000 sq.ft. + loft. Office/retail, ADA
compliant. Free parking, great visibility. On Major Thoroughfare. Reasonable rent. Call Marv Levin 412-548-1064.

Coldwell Banker Commercial NRT has access to many more investment, office, retail and all other classifications of commercial properties.

Coldwell Banker Commercial NRT
9600 Perry Highway, Suite 200
Pittsburgh, PA 15237
Direct: 412/548-1064
Fax: 412/548-1057
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What Makes a Hospital Great
By Nick Jacobs
Dr. Pauline W. Chen’s March 17th New York Times
article answers the question, “What Makes a Hospital
Great?”
In this article, Dr. Chen finds:
Hospitals have long vied for the greatest clinical
reputation. Recent efforts to increase public accountability by publishing hospital results have added a
statistical dimension to this battle of the health care
titans. Information from most hospitals on mortality
rates, readmissions and patient satisfaction is readily
available on the Internet. A quick click of the green
‘compare’ button on the ‘Hospital Compare’ Web site
operated by the Department of Health and Human Services gives any potential
patient, or competitor, side-by-side lists of statistics from rival institutions that
leaves little to the imagination. The upside of such transparency is that hospitals
all over the country are eager to improve their patient outcomes. The downside is
that no one really knows how.”
I’ve written often about the failed
promise of technology alone, and this is
reaffirmed in Dr. Chen’s findings:
“…hospitals have made huge investments in the latest and greatest in clinical care — efficient electronic medical
records systems, ‘superstar’ physicians
and world-class rehabilitation services.
Nonetheless, large discrepancies persist between the highest and lowestperforming institutions, even with one
of the starkest of the available statistics: patient deaths from heart
attacks.”
As she asks why this is, the answers
have become relatively clear from a
study that was released in the Annals
of Internal Medicine this very week.
This research indicated that it was not
the expensive equipment, the evidence-based protocols, or the beautiful Ritz Carlton-like buildings. It was,
instead, the culture of the organization.
Hospital in both the top and bottom
five percent in heart attack mortality
rates were queried by the study team.
One hundred fifty interviews with
administrators, doctors and other health
care workers found that the key to good
(or bad) care was “a cohesive organizational vision that focused on communication and support of all efforts to
improve care.”
“It’s how people communicate, the
level of support and the organizational
culture that trump any single intervention or any single strategy that hospitals frequently adopt,” said Elizabeth
H. Bradley, Senior Author and Faculty
Director of Yale University’s Global
Health Leadership Institute.
So, it wasn’t the affiliation with an
academic medical center, whether
patients were wealthy or indigent, bed
size, or rural vs. urban settings that
mattered in hospital mortality rates.
Rather, it was the way that patient care
issues were challenged that made the
difference. The physicians and leaders
at top-performing hospitals aggressive-

ly go after errors. They acknowledge them, and do not criticize each other. Instead,
they work together to identify the sources of problems, and to fix them.
One of the most telling findings in this study was that relationships inside the
hospital are primary, and the physicians and staff must be committed to making
things work. Dr. Bradley said. “It isn’t expensive and it isn’t rocket science, but it
requires a real commitment from everyone.”
So, the next time that you select a hospital, look up its statistics, and I guarantee
you that you will be surprised. When it comes to outcomes, to nurturing or even
competent care, the biggest is not always the best.
Nick Jacobs, international director for SunStone Consulting, LLC, is known as an
innovator and advocate for patient centered care. With 22 years in health care management, he is author of the health care book,”Taking the Hell out of Healthcare”
and the humor book, “You Hold Em. I’ll Bite Em.” Read his blog at
healinghospitals.com.
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Employees Should Feel Free to Talk Amongst Themselves
By Jane Lewis Volk
Although every employer may want to prevent the
complaint of one employee from rousing discontent
among other employees, two recent National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) cases should serve as a reminder to
health care employers that the National Labor Relations
Act (NLRA) explicitly protects employees’ right to join
together to discuss and improve working conditions. Any
act by an employer that inhibits an employee from discussing his or her concerns with other employees is
unlawful.
In the first case, a non-unionized employee was
rumored to have told other employees that management was showing wage
favoritism. Although the employer determined that the employee had not in fact
discussed the topic with coworkers, the employer fired her because of a concern
that she would stir up controversy in the future. The NLRB determined that the
“pre-emptive strike” against the employee was unlawful because it was an attempt
to stifle protected concerted activity that may have occurred in the future.
Although health care administrators may want to avoid the damage to workplace morale caused by grumbling over wages, the NLRB case should serve as a
warning against any attempt to “nip the problem in the bud.” Whether or not the
employee actually made remarks about the company’s pay practices makes no difference because the NLRA protects employees’ rights to freely discuss wages.
Any employer actions or policies that potentially chill those discussions are unlawful.
In the second case, another non-unionized employee challenged a supervisor in
a common workplace area about a change to the dress code that required all men
to tuck in their shirts. Although the employee had not discussed the issue with his
fellow workers beforehand, the exchange with his boss was overheard by fellow
employees who joined in with their complaints. The employer gave the employee
who incited the situation a disciplinary warning, saying he had purposely raised
his objection to the dress code in the presence of others to stir up controversy
among the work force.
The NLRB ruled that the disciplinary warning was unlawful because, although
the speaker was initially acting on his own, the fact that he brought up the subject
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in the presence of others, used words like “us” and “we” and was joined by his fellow employees gave the activity protection under the NLRA.
While a health care manager may prefer that an employee addresses any issues
with him or her in private, he or she cannot prevent an employee from talking
about the issue in front of other employees. Health administrators should also
learn from the case that they should word any disciplinary warnings carefully so
that they do not imply that the employer is in any way punishing the worker for
discussing workplace issues with or in front of other employees.
Both cases warn health care employers that when it comes to controlling workplace complaints, intention is critical. The wrong choice of words in an employment document can and will be introduced as evidence of unlawful intent to prevent employees from exercising their rights under the NLRA to improve the workplace and discuss complaints with co-workers.
To contact Jane Lewis Volk of Meyer, Unkovic & Scott LLP, email
jlv@muslaw.com
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Wired Operating Rooms: Broadcasting Live Surgeries
By Patti Paxton
It’s a typical scene at most medical centers: a surgeon hunched over a patient,
high-output bulbs shining, nurses positioned to assist until the procedure is officially announced a success.
Now picture a classroom of remote students from a nearby college program asking questions and receiving answers from the physician in real-time and staff
regarding the live broadcast of the procedure at hand.
While surgery was once a closed-door, private experience between the medical
staff and patient, it has evolved into an educational phenomenon where the operating room serves as a live classroom and the procedure becomes a learning experience.
Equipping an operating room to broadcast a live surgery into a college lecture
hall is one way innovative medical centers are getting “wired” and adding educational depth to their local college programs. Earlier this year St. Luke’s Magic Valley in Twin Falls, Idaho decided to embark on a high-efficiency 700,000 square

Ideally, operating rooms work to keep as few people in the room as possible to
ensure the risk of patient infection remains low. Inviting students to observe and
ask questions over a live broadcast means less people in the room during the operation while still maintaining the same level of interaction between the operating
room staff and the students.
The operating rooms will also be equipped with multiple flat screens to provide
the entire operating room staff a close look at the operating site as well as any pertinent x-rays or charts.
In an effort to become more “wired,” the new St. Luke’s facility is also participating in the “Paperless Clinical Results Project,” a Toyota Lean project that aims
to reduce over $70,000 per year in medical chart paper in the new facility. Staff will
be able to access electronic medical records using iPads in an effort to increase staff
efficiency and legibility, ultimately resulting in faster patient care.
Patti Paxton is the Operating Room Manager for St. Luke’s Magic Valley Medical
Center in Twin falls, Idaho.

St. Luke’s Magic Valley Operating Room
foot patient-oriented medical facility, their largest construction project in the history of St. Luke’s regional health system. As part of their focus on creating the
most advanced medical center in the region, the staff worked with a nearby nursing
and surgical tech program to acquire a grant to make the technology possible for
both the college and the medical center.
Unlike other medical colligate programs that tape procedures for later viewing,
St. Luke’s streams live surgeries to a classroom full of students with two-way dialogue and visual capabilities. This allows for a two-way conversation where students can ask the medical staff questions about what is happening and the staff can
answer and explain their actions as the procedure is taking place. The real-time
broadcast provides students with not only the visual aspects of a live surgery, but
gives additional interactive instruction as well. It creates an interactive learning
environment that spans a broad spectrum of learning styles for a well-rounded
learning experience.
There are multiple benefits with this program for both the operating room staff
as well as the students. Before this technology was added, the nursing and surgical
tech students were only allowed to visit the operating room one at a time during
scheduled surgeries to complete their education requirements. This program
makes it possible for the medical center to invite anywhere from five to twenty students to join scheduled surgeries remotely while keeping the interactive discussion
aspect of a traditional observation intact.
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Working Together With Health
Care Organizations to Align
Compensation with Business
Objectives and People Costs
By Elliot N. Dinkin
Recent economic volatility has taught us several painful lessons regarding the management of costs. One very important component of this equation involves, if not the
most vital of our assets, our people. As our economy rebounds, it becomes even more
important to manage our people with a comprehensive approach to Total Compensation (base pay, incentive opportunities, health benefits and retirement programs).
When faced with difficult decisions, all too often health care organizations focus on
one particular facet versus a total analysis. Although this may result in some shortterm benefits, it may ultimately impact Total Compensation in a negative manner.
Health care organizations must respond to many challenges while managing Total
Compensation programs including:
l Escalating benefits and health care costs
l Financial management constraints
l Distinct benefit needs (executives, physicians, nurses)
l Attraction, retention and engagement of all employees
l Maintaining a competitive total compensation and benefits program
This article focuses on a strategic approach to address people costs by considering
each facet of Total Compensation versus making decisions focused only on one area.
Health care organizations are now obligated to consider changes in their compensation
programs based on several recent trends including:
l Reduced staff
l Commitment to hire non-smokers
l Recent medical students are choosing primary care fields versus specialty fields
l Transition of physicians from private practice to full or part-time employment

TAKING INVENTORY:
As an initial step, decision makers should fully comprehend their existing employee
and retiree census. Questions such as the following are to be considered:
l Which strategic areas that drive profitability are not staffed properly?
l What is the age and service of our employee population?
l Do we have the talent needed to meet our customers’ current and future expectations?
By only reviewing headcount in total, without considering the make-up of headcount, is a flaw in planning.
It is also worthwhile to examine the demographics of existing retirees. This is an
area that is often overlooked in analyzing various cost elements. As we will be examining this issue later, the make-up of the current retiree population (if applicable) is
key.
Armed with key demographic information, the next phase of this analysis is to
review each aspect of Total Compensation.

BASE COMPENSATION:
All too often, the review of base compensation is focused on how pay compares to
market practices. We are too often driving our pay decisions tied exclusively to market. Base compensation improvements should focus more towards performance and
future opportunity. If I, as an employee, perform well, what is my ultimate career progression and what are my upside compensation opportunities?
Pay grades should be examined and altered as needed to better match business
models and operations. Health care organizations are beginning to institute base pay
levels for educational experience for various staff positions. For example, nurses have
an opportunity to increase their base pay with an incentive to differentiate themselves
from their colleagues to advance within the nursing industry. This is accomplished
through additional education and passing board exams. This does not mean that every
employee’s base compensation level must parallel this approach, but a focus on how
to utilize limited resources should be reviewed carefully. Once adjusted, pay grades
should be increased periodically, but this does not require an automatic adjustment to
compensation. For example, for nurses, specific goals related to safety, leadership,
communication, patient satisfaction and organizational skills should be part of the
overall compensation review process. All too often during difficult times, a universal
base compensation freeze is enacted. This unfairly penalizes top performers that a
health care facility needs as it struggles to improve. Furthermore, eventually a company’s fortunes will turn around. Treating these key employees well during difficult
periods may enhance loyalty. Also keeping the high performers and eliminating waste
is a better solution than simply freezing compensation for all employees.
Annual cost-of-living adjustments (COLA) should be replaced with a focused merit
program. COLA increases, once granted, can never be recovered. Consider the annual
(and recurring) cost of a three percent across-the-board increase in compensation.
Can these limited resources be better spent?
When a turnaround does occur, health care facilities should not simply return to
prior practices regarding compensation. The compensation philosophy, when clearly
developed and communicated, will survive and be practical in both good and bad
times.
Compensation Points:
l A consistent and clear pay philosophy will work in good and bad times

Consulting &
Outsourcing
l Do not focus only on market data
l Align your compensation with your business practices
l Eliminate annual COLA programs and focus on merit
l Review pay grades
l Avoid universal pay freezes during tough times

INCENTIVE OPPORTUNITIES:
After reviewing the base compensation philosophy, it is now time to focus on incentive opportunities. Incentive plans (both short and long-term) are becoming more typical for health care organizations. If a decision is made to add or refine an incentive
plan, the following information will be of interest. These relate to short-term performance (generally a year or less) or longer term performance (generally two to five
years).
Short-term Incentive Programs (STIPs)
Short-term incentive opportunities should be maintained during good and bad
times. If base compensation increases are limited, more compensation opportunities
must be shifted to incentives. Programs of this nature must be mainly objective focusing on health care facility results and other factors that are within an individual’s control. Physicians’ STIPs for example, can include using effective management
resources and delivery of patient care. Eligibility should be generally limited to a
select group of employees who can both understand and drive performance. Within
health care organizations, these employees are usually physicians or those with management responsibilities or a combination thereof.
True incentive plans provide meaningful compensation opportunities tied to
achievement of pre-determined goals. These often require a threshold level of performance before any rewards are provided. Plans of this nature should have clear and
easily understood performance measures and benchmarks that relate to key success
areas.
During difficult times, annual incentive plans are often cancelled or deemed
unachievable. It is practical to consider a structure of an incentive plan that provides
limited rewards for key individuals for achieving at least a threshold level of performance. However, a clearly communicated compensation philosophy that provides for
reasonable, competitive base compensation and meaningful annual incentive opportunities during better times is an approach worthy of consideration.
Long-term Incentive Programs (LTIPs)
These plans should be limited to a very select group of key employees who are in
the position to drive longer term performance of the company. Similar to short-term
programs, clear and understandable performance measures and benchmarks are vital
to the success of a LTIP. Overlapping performance cycles provide for a cushion
against one bad year ruining a long-term rewards program benefit.
LTIPs are a means for delivering meaningful rewards for sustained long-term performance. Creating plans with a combination of time-based and performance-based
vesting is an approach to achieving a balance between performance and retention. In
designing these programs, a focus on cost should be merged with creating a plan that
provides meaningful incentives for a select group of performers.
Incentive Points:
l Pick clear, understandable, meaningful and measurable performance measures
l Create benchmarks that are achievable but contain enough stretch
l Limit eligibility in order to provide for more meaningful rewards

HEALTH BENEFITS:
This subject should be split into two areas: active and retiree (if applicable). Active
and retiree health benefits are vital to the attraction and retention of employees. The
issue is not only access to high quality care, but being able to utilize the system at a
reasonable cost for employees and retirees.
Active Benefits:
Much has been written about this never ending struggle to balance a reasonable and
competitive program at affordable levels for both employees and employers. Health
care organizations may not be able to pass along cost increases at the levels that were
historically in practice. As such, when reviewing this issue, health care facilities
should keep the following in mind:
See COMPENSATION On Page 27

